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Active and passive voice examples sentences with answers
The active voice describes a sentence where the subject performs the action stated by the verb. It follows a clear subject + verb + object construct that's easy to read. In fact, sentences constructed in the active voice add impact to your writing. Examples of Active and Passive Voice With passive voice, the subject is acted upon by the verb. It makes
for a murky, roundabout sentence; you can be more straightforward with active voice. As such, there are many ways to change the passive voice to the active voice in your sentences.Over time, writing in the active voice will become second nature. Let's explore several examples of active and passive voice to reduce your use of the passive voice where
the active voice is preferred. Before we explore a wealth of examples, let's review some active writing tips. You'll notice that, in the passive voice examples below, there are a few key words. Examples include:is - is roamed; is viewedwas - was changed; was runwere - were eaten; were corrodedPay special attention to the subject in each sentence. Is
the subject performing the action denoted by the verb? If so, chances are you have a nice, clear sentence, written in active voice.In the passive voice, however, the subject is no longer performing the action of the verb. Rather, it's being acted upon by the verb. Put another way, the subject of a sentence in the passive voice is no longer the "doer" of the
action, but the recipient of the action. Meanwhile, what was the subject of a sentence in the active voice (the "doer") becomes the "agent" in the equivalent passive voice sentence.View & Download PDF As you read through the following example sentences, you'll start to become an active voice expert.Active VoicePassive VoiceHarry ate six shrimp at
dinner.At dinner, six shrimp were eaten by Harry.Beautiful giraffes roam the savannah.The savannah is roamed by beautiful giraffes.Sue changed the flat tire.The flat tire was changed by Sue.We are going to watch a movie tonight.A movie is going to be watched by us tonight.I ran the obstacle course in record time.The obstacle course was run by me
in record time.The crew paved the entire stretch of highway.The entire stretch of highway was paved by the crew.Mom read the novel in one day.The novel was read by Mom in one day.I will clean the house every Saturday.The house will be cleaned by me every Saturday.The company requires staff to watch a safety video every year.The staff are
required by the company to watch a safety video every year.Tom painted the entire house.The entire house was painted by Tom.The teacher always answers the students' questions.The students' questions are always answered by the teacher.The choir really enjoys that piece.That piece is really enjoyed by the choir.A forest fire destroyed the whole
suburb.The whole suburb was destroyed by a forest fire.The two kings are signing the treaty.The treaty is being signed by the two kings.The cleaning crew vacuums and dusts the office every night.Every night, the office is vacuumed and dusted by the cleaning crew.Larry generously donated money to the homeless shelter.Money was generously
donated to the homeless shelter by Larry.The wedding planner is making all the reservations.All the reservations are being made by the wedding planner.Susan will bake two dozen cupcakes for the bake sale.Two dozen cookies will be baked by Susan for the bake sale.The science class viewed the comet.The comet was viewed by the science class.The
director will give you instructions.Instructions will be given to you by the director.Thousands of tourists visit the Grand Canyon every year.The Grand Canyon is visited by thousands of tourists every year.The homeowners remodeled the house to help it sell.The house was remodeled by the homeowners to help it sell.The saltwater corroded the metal
beams.The metal beams were corroded by the saltwater.The kangaroo carried her baby in her pouch.The baby was carried by the kangaroo in her pouch. Do you see how the same idea can be written in dramatically different ways? Alternating between the active voice and the passive voice is powerful enough to change the subject of the sentence and
shift the verb form. While the passive voice is not incorrect, it's usually less clear than the active voice. Once you're comfortable with the differences between the two, check out Change Passive Voice to Active Voice to make sure your writing remains crystal clear and enjoyable to your readers. For sentences in the active voice, the subject performs
the action; for those in the passive voice, the subject receives the action. Most grammarians recommend using the active voice whenever possible. Here are some examples to help you distinguish between the voices: Looking for an easy way to learn English Grammar? then you are in right place. Here we providing basic English Grammar topics like
Tenses Verbs, Nouns, etc… Active and Passive Voice Exercises for Class 11 with Answers CBSE Pdf In grammar, the voice of a verb describes the relationship between the action that the verb expresses and the participants identified by its arguments (subject, object, etc). When the subject is the agent or doer of the action, the verb is in the Active
voice. When the subject is the target or undergoes of the action, the verb is said to be in the Passive voice. e.g. Active: Dinesh killed a cat. Passive: A cat was killed by Dinesh. 1. Examine the following sentences carefully (a) The man must have eaten five bananas. (b) Vipin mailed the letter. 2. Now observe the following sentences (a) Five bananas
must have been eaten by the man. (b) The letter was mailed by Vipin. In the above sentences, the verbs in 1 (a) have eaten and 1 (b) mailed express the actions done by the subjects the man and Vipin respectively. When the subject of the verb does the action, the voice of the verb is said to be Active. In sentence 2(a) and 2(b), the verbs have been
eaten and were mailed express the actions done on the subjects the man and Vipin respectively. When the subject of the verb in a sentence receives the action, the voice of the verb is said to be Passive. Here the word ‘by’ identifies the sentence as being in Passive voice. Change of Voice While changing a verb from Active voice to Passive voice, the
following general rules should be followed The object of the Active voice is made the subject of the Passive voice. The subject of the Active voice is made the object of the Passive voice. The Passive voice must contain the third form of the main or finite verb. The form of the verb is used according to the tense. Change of Person Subjective Case
Possessive Case Objective Case 1 my me we our us you your you he his him she her her they their them Formation of Passive Voice Present Indefinite/Simple Affirmative Active: Subject + first form of verb + s, es or first form of verb + object Passive : Object + is/ am/ are + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: He writes a letter.
Passive: A letter is written by him. Active: She sings a song. Passive: A song is sung by her. Active: They invite me. Passive: I am invited by them. Negative Active : Subject + do/does not + first form of verb + object Passive : Object + is/am/are not + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: I do not distribute newspapers. Passive :
Newspapers are not distributed by me. Active: She does not buy mobiles. Passive: Mobiles are not bought by her. Active: You do not help me. Passive : I am not helped by you. Interrogative Active : Do/does + subject + first form of verb + object? Passive : Is/am/are + object + third form of verb + by + subject? Examples Active: Do you obey your elder
brother? Passive: Is your elder brother obeyed by you? Active: Does she pluck the flowers? Passive: Are the flowers plucked by her? Negative Interrogative Active : Do/does + subject + not + first form of verb + object? Passive : Is/am/are + object + not + third form of verb + by + subject? Examples Active: Does Mohit not plant a tree? Passive: Is a
tree not planted by Mohit? Active: Do you not read a book? Passive: Is a book not read by you? Present Continuous Affirmative Active : Subject + is/am/are + first form of verb + ing + object Passive : Object + is/am/are + being + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: My friend is cooking the food. Passive: The food is being cooked by my
friend. Active: You are teaching me. Passive : I am being taught by you. Negative Active : Subject + is/am/are + not + first form of verb + ing + object Passive : Object + is/am/are + not + being + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: She is not purchasing a house. Passive : A house is not being purchased by her. Active : I am not cutting
a tree. Passive : A tree is not being cut by me. Interrogative Active : Is/am/are + subject + first form of verb + ing + object ? Passive : Is/am/are + object + being + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active: Are they plucking some flowers? Passive: Are’some flowers being plucked by them? Negative Interrogative Active : Is/am/are+ subject +
not + first form of verb + ing + object? Passive : Is/am/are + object + not + being + third form of verb + by + subject? Examples Active: Is he not flying a kite? Passive: Is a kite not being flown by him? Active: Are you not singing a song? Passive : Is a song not being sung by you? Active: Am I not teaching you English? Passive : Are you not being
taught English by me? Present Perfect Affirmative Active : Subject + has/have + third form of verb + object Passive : Object + has/have + been + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active : She has taken a cup of tea. Passive : A cup of tea has been taken by her. Active : You have found the address. Passive : The address has been found by
you. Negative Active : Subject + has/have + not + third form of verb + object Passive : Object + has/have + not + been + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: He has not eaten a banana. Passive: A banana has not been eaten by him. Active : They have not plucked the flowers. Passive : The flowers have not been plucked by them.
Interrogative Active : Has/have + subject + third form of verb + object? Passive : Has/have + object + been + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active: Have they won the match? Passive : Has the match been won by them? Negative Interrogative Active : Has/have + subject + not + third form of verb + object? Passive : Has/have + object +
not + been + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active : Has he not written this letter? Passive : Has this letter not been written by him? Note: there is no Passive: form of Present Perfect Continuous tense. Past Indefinite Affirmative Active : Subject + second form of verb + object Passive : Object + was/were + third form of verb + by +
subject Examples Active : Reena employed three hundred men. Passive : Three hundred men were employed by Reena. Active : They built three houses. Passive : Three houses were built by them. Negative Active : Subject + did + not + first form of verb + object Passive : Object + was/were + not + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active :
I did not see him. Passive : He was not seen by me. Active : You did not pay the bill. Passive : The bill was not paid by you. Interrogative Active : Did + subject + first form of verb + object? Passive : Was/were + object + third form of verb + by + subject? Examples Active : Did Anmol open the shop? Passive: Was the shop opened by Anmol? Active :
Did she eat the mangoes? Passive : Were the mangoes eaten by her? Negative Interrogative Active : Did + subject + not + first form of verb + object? Passive : Was/were + object + not + third form of verb + by + subject? Examples Active : Did they not enjoy the magic show? Passive : Was the magic show not enjoyed by them? Active: Did Bhawna
not finish her work? Passive : Was Bhawna’s work not finished by her? Past Continuous Affirmative Active : Subject + was/were + first form of verb + ing + object . Passive : Object + was/were + being + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: I was learning my lesson. Passive : My lesson was being learnt by me. Active : They were
distributing the sweets among the children. Passive : The sweets were being distributed by them among the children. Negative Active : Subject + was/were + not +’first form of verb + ing + object Passive : Object + was/were + not + being + third form of verb + by + subject Example Active : The former was not ploughing the field. Passive : The field
was not being ploughed by the former. Interrogative Active : Was/were + subject + first form of verb + ing + object? Passive : Was/were + object + being + third form of verb 1 + by + subject? Example Active : Were they abusing the others? Passive: Were the others being abused by them? Negative Interrogative Active : Was/were + subject + not +
first form of verb + ing + object? Passive : Was/were + object + not + being + third form of verb + by + subject? Examples Active: Was she not driving a motor car? Passive : Was a motor car not being driven by her? Active: Were the formers not sowing the seeds? Passive: Were the seeds not being sown by the formers? Past Perfect Affirmative
Active : Subject + had + third form of verb + object Passive : Object + had + been + third form of verb + by + subject Example Active: I had already done my work Passive: My work had already been done by me. Negative Active : Subject + had + not + third form of verb + object Passive : Object + had + not + been + third form of verb + by +
subject Examples Active: You had not written a letter. Passive: A letter had not been written by you. Active : They had not won the match. Passive : The match had not been won by them. Active : He had not played a football match. Passive : A football match had not been played by him. Interrogative Active : Had + subject + third form of verb +
object? Passive : Had + object + been + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active: Had he knocked at the door? Passive : Had the door been knocked at by him? Negative Interrogative Active : Had + subject + not + third form of verb B + object? Passive : Had + object + not + been + third form of verb + by + subject ? Examples Active: Had
she not washed the clothes? Passive : Had the clothes not been washed by her? Active : Had they not played a cricket match? Passive: Had a cricket match not been played by them? Note : There is no Passive : form of Past Perfect Continuous tense. Future Indefinite Affirmative Active : Subject + will/shall + first form of verb + object Passive : Object
+ will/shall + be + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: fife will win the match. Passive : The match will be won by him. Active: I shall teach you. Passive: You will be taught by me. Active: Kaniala will boil milk. Passive: Milk will be boiled by Kamala. Negative Active : Subject + will/shall + not + first form of verb + object Passive : Object
+ will/shall + not + be + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: They will not watch TV. Passive : TV will not be watched by them. Active: I shall not cook rice. Passive: Rice will not be cooked by me. Interrogative Active : Will/shall + subject + first form of verb + object? Passive : Will/shall + object + be + third form of verb + by +
subject? Examples Active : Will they praise the Geeta? Passive: Will the Geeta be praised by them? Active: Shall we run a race? Passive : Will a race be run by us? Negative Interrogative Active : Will/shall + subject + not + first form of verb + object? Passive : Will/shall + object + not + be + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active: Will your
friend does not invite Abhay? Passive: Will Abhay not be invited by your friend? Future Tense Active : Subject + shall have/will have + third form of verb + object Passive : Object + shall have been/will have been + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: They will have planted a tree. Passive : A tree will have been planted by them : Active:
We shall have sold our house. Passive: Our house will have been sold by us. Note: There is no Passive form for Future Continuous and Future Perfect Continuous. 1. Change the sentences from Active to Passive voice. All the people present cheered the President. Malvika slapped Harish hard. Jim Corbett shot the man-eating tiger. Ashok has written
this letter. I have taught this girl English. Our teacher will forgive him for not doing the homework on time. They nominated him for the post. He made a remarkable speech. Answer: The President was cheered by all the people present. Harish was slapped hard by Malvika. The man-eating tiger was shot by Jim Corbett. This letter has been written by
Ashok. This girl has been taught English by me. He will be forgiven by the teacher for not doing the homework on time. He was nominated for The post by them. A remarkable speech was made by him. 2. Change the sentences from Passive to Active voice. We shall be cursed by everyone. The robber has been caught by the police. By whom were you
taught Bengali? Why were you punished by the teacher? I was struck by her good looks. Another chance was given to him by his employer. She was dismissed from service by them. A poor blind beggar was knocked down by a bus. Answer: Everyone will curse us. The police have caught the robber. Who taught you Bengali? Why did the teacher punish
you? Her good looks struck me. He was given another chance by his employer. They dismissed her from service. A bus knocked down a poor blind beggar. 3. Change the voice of the following sentences. A thunderstorm often turns milk sour. The whole town was destroyed by the earthquake. The leader was welcomed by the people. The first railway
was built by George Stephenson. We expect good news. Answer: Milk is often turned sour by a thunderstorm. The earthquake destroyed the whole town. The people welcomed the leader. George Stephenson built the first railway. The good news is expected by us. Change in Modals While Forming Passive Voice Affirmative Rule 1. Active : Subject +
modal auxiliary + first form of verb + object Passive : Object + modal auxiliary + be + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active : He should buy a book. Passive: A book should be bought by him. Active: They must speak the truth. Passive : The truth must be spoken by them. Rule 2. Active : Subject + modal auxiliary + have + third form of
verb + object Passive : Object + modal auxiliary + have + been + third form of verb + by + subject Examples Active: They may have eaten the food. Passive : The food may have been eaten by them. Active : She should have drunk milk. Passive: Milk should have been drunk by her. Active : and Passive Voice Rule 3. Active : Subject + ought to + first
form of verb + object Passive : Object + ought to + be + third form of verb + subject Examples Active : You ought to serve your nation. Passive: Your nation ought to be served by you. Active : They ought to respect their parents. . Passive : Their parents ought to be respected by them. Negative Rule 1. Active : Subject + modal auxiliary + not + first
form of verb + object Passive : Object + modal auxiliary + not + be + third form of verb + by + subject Example Active : He should not abuse others. Passive : Others should not be abused by him. Rule 2. Active : Subject + modal auxiliary + not + have + third form of verb + object Passive : Object + modal auxiliary + not + have + been + third form
of verb + by + subject Example Active : He may not have done the work. Passive : The work may not have been done by him. Rule 3. Active : Subject + ought + not + to + first form of verb + object Passive : Object + ought + not + to + be + third form of verb + by + subject Example Active: You ought not to insult others. Passive : Others ought not to
be insulted by you. Interrogative Rule 1. Active : Modal auxiliary + subject + first form of verb + object? Passive : Modal auxiliary + object + be + third form of verb + by + subject? ‘ Example Active : Can our team win the match? Passive : Can the match be won by our team? Rule 2. Active : Modal auxiliary + subject + have + third form of verb +
object? Passive : Modal auxiliary + object + have + been + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active : Will he have eaten the mangoes? Passive: Will the mangoes have been eaten by him? Rule 3. Active : Ought + subject + to + first form of verb + object? Passive : Ought + object + to + be + third form of verb + by + subject? Example
Active : Ought we to follow the rules? Passive: Ought the rules to be followed by us? Negative Interrogative Rule 1. Active : Modal auxiliary + subject + not + first form of verb + object? Passive : Modal auxiliary + object + not + be + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active: Should they not buy a house? Passive : Should a house not be
bought by them? Rule 2. Active : Modal auxiliary + subject + not + have + third form of verb + object? Passive : Modal auxiliary + object + not + have + been + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active : Would Raman not have won the match? Passive : Would the match not have been won by Raman? Rule 3. Active : Ought + subject + not
+ to + first form of verb + object? Passive : Ought + object + not + to + be + third form of verb + by + subject? Example Active : Ought you not to pollute the air? Passive : Ought the air not to be polluted by you? Active and Passive Voice Exercises with Answers Pdf 1. Change the sentences from Active to Passive voice. Our English teacher may
conduct an exam today. Do you have to pay the bill before leaving the restaurant? Ravi can give us some information about the job. You must obey the traffic rules. You may forget the rules quickly. You should study the lessons repeatedly. Answer: An exam may be conducted by our English teacher today. Does the bill have to be paid before leaving
the restaurant? We can be given some information about the job by Ravi. or Some information about the job can be given by Ravi. The traffic rules must be obeyed. The rules may be forgotten quickly. The lessons should be studied repeatedly. 2. Change the sentences from Passive to Active voice. The painting that was painted by Picasso was
considered worthy of exhibition in the art gallery. It was thought that the victim was killed with poison. It is being said that too little money is being spent by the government on roads. My bike, which was stolen, was brought back only when a thousand rupee reward was offered. The criminal has been held for further questioning but, as he had a heart
attack during the first questioning by the police, he has been sent to the hospital for a week. You could have been told by them that no presents would be accepted by me on my birthday. Answer: Picassos painting was a worthy exhibit in the art gallery. They thought that poison killed the victim. People are saying that the government is spending too
little money on roads. I got back my stolen bike after I offered a thousand rupee reward. The police held the criminal for further questioning but sent him to the hospital for a week because of his heart attack during the first questioning. They could have told you that I will not accept any presents for my birthday. 3. Use the verbs given in brackets
after the blanks in either Active or Passive form with the most suitable modal. The entire valley (see) from their mountain home. Rakesh is wearing an expensive gold ring on his fourth finger. He (marry). Five committee members will be unable to attend the next meeting. So, the meeting (postpone). Your daughter has a good voice. Her interest in
singing (encourage). According to our teacher, all of our compositions (write) in ink. He won’t accept papers written in pencil. Try to speak slowly when you give your speech; if you don’t, some of your words (misunderstand). Some UFO sightings (not explain) easily by anybody. What? You tripped over a chair at the party and dropped your plate of
food into a woman’s lap? You (embarrass)! Answer: can be seen must be married should be postponed should/must be encouraged must be written maybe misunderstood cannot be explained must have been embarrassed Some Specific Conditions Passive Voice of Verbs with Two Objects Read the following 1. Active: She taught me English. Passive : I
was taught English by her. or English was taught to me by her. 2. Active : He gave me a pen. Passive : I was given a pen by him. or A pen was given to me by him. Note: Here we can observe at any one of the two objects that can be chosen as the subject of the Passive voice. Passive: Voice of Sentences with Infinitive with ‘to’ Rules to Change Active
Voice into Passive Voice Active : Subject + helping verb + to + first form of verb + object Passive : Object + helping verb + to be + third form of verb + by + subject Examples 1. Active: She is to cook the food. Passive : The food is to be cooked by her. 2. Active : I am to buy the book Passive : The book is to be bought by me. 3. Active : They have to
read Sanskrit. Passive : Sanskrit has to be read by them. 4. Active : He had to play Hockey. Passive : Hockey had to be played by him. Passive Voice of Imperative Sentences Study the following rules to make the Passive form of – imperative sentences Rule 1. Let + object + be + third form of verb Rule 2. Object + should + be + third form of verb Rule
3. You are ordered/requested/advised + to + first form of verb + Rule 4. Let + object + be + third form of verb + by + Examples 1. Active : Open the shop. Passive : Let the shop be opened. or The shop should be opened. or You are ordered to open the shop. 2. Active : Write your name. Passive: Let your name be written. or Your name should be
written. or You are requested (or ordered) to write your name. 3. Active : Call the peon. Passive : Let the peon be called. or The peon should be called. or You are ordered to call the peon. 4. Active: Let him learn his lesson. Passive : Let his lesson be learnt by him. 5. Active : Don’t break the door. Passive : Let the door not be broken. 6. Active : Let me
cook the food. Passive : Let the food be cooked by me. Passive Voice Without Agent (Without ‘does’ or Omission of Subject in Passive Voice) Active : Someone has stolen my book Passive : My book has been stolen. Active : Noonecanbuyit. Passive : Et cannot be bought. Active: People always na œachn Passive: Teachers are always respected Active and
Passive Voice Paragraph Exercises with Answers Pdf CBSE Pdf 1. Rewrite the following sentences in Passive voice. They say that Ashok is a strict disciplinarian. People believe that Savita is in favour of the change. Researchers say that this plant is a remedy for cancer. Market analysts say that this company is in trouble. Animal experts say that these
kinds of dogs are very aggressive. They told us not to come back. The hospital staff did not allow me to visit my sick husband. They say these nuts are good for health. They believe him to be dangerous. People say that he is a criminal. Answer: Ashok is said to be a strict disciplinarian. Savita is believed to be in favor of the change. This plant is said by
researchers to be a remedy for cancer. This company is said (by market analysts) to be in trouble. These kinds of dogs are said (by animal experts) to be very aggressive. We were told not to come back. I was not allowed by the hospital staff to visit my sick husband. These nuts are said to be good for health. He is believed to be dangerous. He is said to
be a criminal. 2. Rewrite the following imperative sentences in Passive voice in the form given in brackets after each sentence. Please close the door. (request) Practice yoga daily. (advice) Switch off the fan. (command) Respect parents. (suggestion) Please bring me some apples. (request) Follow your dreams. (suggestion) Call the attendant.
(command) Do not drink hard drinks. (advice) Answer: You are requested to close the door. You are advised to practice yoga daily. Let the fan be switched off. Parents should be respected. You are requested to bring me some apples. Your dreams should be followed. Let the attendant be called. You are advised not to drink hard drinks. 3. Rewrite the
following passage by changing all the sentences to an Active Voice. One summer in 1904, a camp was rented by my father on a lake in Maine, and we were taken there for the month of August. Ringworm was got from some kittens, and ‘Pond’s Extract’ had to be rubbed on our arms and legs night and morning. Besides this, the vacation was thought to
be a success, and from then on it was thought that there was no place like that lake. It was returned to summer after summer – always on the first of August, for one month. Since then a saltwater man has been made of me, but sometimes in summer, I am made to wish for the placidity of a lake in the woods by the restlessness of the tides and the
fearful cold of the seawater in the afternoon and evening, which is blown across by the incessant wind. A few weeks ago this feeling was experienced by me so strongly that a couple of bass hooks and a spinner were bought and the lake that used to be visited by us was returned to by me for a week’s fishing to be done and for old haunts to be
revisited. Answer: One summer in 1904, my father rented a camp on a lake in Maine and took us all there for the month of August We all got ringworm from some kittens and had to rub Pond’s Extract’ on our arms and legs night and morning. Besides this, the vacation was a success and from then on none of us ever thought there was any place like
that lake. We returned summer after summer – always on 1st August for one month. I have since become a salt-water man, but sometimes in summer, there are days when the restlessness of the tides and the fearful cold of the seawater and the incessant wind which blows across the afternoon and into the evening make me wish for the -placidity of a
lake in the woods. A few weeks ago this feeling got so strong that I bought me a couple of bass hooks and a spinner and returned to the lake where we used to go, for a week’s fishing and to revisit old haunts. Active And Passive Voice Practice Questions with Answers Pdf Error Correction Each of the following sentences is this exercise has an
underlined word/phrase and three words/phrases are given after the sentence. If one of the given words/phrases makes the sentence grammatically correct, select the word/phrase as your answer. If the sentence is grammatically correct as it is, choose option (d) as your answer. Question 1. The lock is opened by Sakshi. (a) was (b) has (c) were (d) No
correction Answer: (a) was Question 2. A rat has been caught by my pet cat. (a) having been (b) were (c) have (d) No correction Answer: (d) No colTection Question 3. Those robots were manufacture by a Chinese company. (a) was manufactured (b) were manufactured (c) were manufacturing (d) No correction Answer: (b) were manufactured Question
4. The test will have been taken by her? (a) will have to be (b) will have been (c) will had to be (d) No correction Answer: (b) will have been Question 5. Are animals love by children? (a) loving (b) loves (c) loved (d) No correction Answer: (c) loved Question 6. You are requests to guide me (a) requested (b) request (c) been requested (d) No correction
Answer: (a) requested Question 7. After driven to the hospital Mahima was dropped at her home. (a) driving (b) being driving (c) being driven (d) No correction Answer: (c) being driven Question 8. Had this monument never been see by you before? (a) never seen (b) never been seeing (c) never been seen (d) No correction Answer: (c) never been seen
Question 9. Good news are expected by us. (a) is been (b) is (c) has (d) No correction Answer: (b) is Question 10. We are taught English by her. (a) teaching (b) been taught (c) had taught (d) No correction Answer: (d) No correction Question 11. The poor ought to be helps by the rich. (a) helping (b) helped (c) having helped (d) No correction Answer:
(b) helped Question 12. Are some flowers be plucked by them. (a) plucked (b) be plucking (c) being plucked (d) No correction Answer: (c) being plucked Question 13. Was their lesson being learn by them? (a) be learnt (b) being learnt (c) learnt (d) No correction Answer: (b) being learnt Question 14. Will his ways not been mended by him? (a) being
mend (b) be mended (c) being mending (d) No correction Answer: (b) be mended Question 15. The old lady was being laughed by the kids. (a) being laughed at (b) being laugh at (c) been laughed at (d) No correction Answer: (a) being laughed at Question 16. A new watch were given to be by my father. (a) was give (b) was given (c) was giving (d) No
correction Answer: (b) was given Question 17. I was told by somebody that there has been a robbery at a jeweller’s shop. (a) have been (b) having been (c) had been (d) No correction Answer: (c) had been Question 18. He saw the seminar on personality development being conducted by Sameer. (a) being conduct (b) been conducted (c) being
conducting (d) No correction Answer: (d) No correction Question 19. By whom are you taught Mathematics? (a) been taught (b) teach (c) being teach (d) No correction Answer: (d) No correction Question 20. The test shall not be taken by Rashi. (a) being taken (b) be taken (c) been took (d) No correction Answer: (b) be taken
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